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Planning Grid composed of Alternating 
A and B Modules -
where the A module = 11 inches, and the B module = 1 1/2”.

A Unique Planning Tool/Grid applied in Two Dimensions

Alternating Sequence applied Vertically 

Regulating Connection Size -  
B Module
the planning grid establishes connection 
size limitations at 1 1/2” (B Module).

Regulating Connection Loca-
tions -  A Module
the planning grid establishes a regular 
11” interval between connection 
locations.

Building Planning
structural columns are placed at the center of in-line A modules.
once placed, dimensions between columns are modular within
the system - and standardized components are available.

Vertical Standardization -
connection locations are regulated vertically by the alternating A and 
B modules. the planning grid establishes a system of coordinated, 
modular connection locations in three-dimensional space.

Modular Structure and Inll -
building structure vertical dimensions are a function of the alternating 
sequence (represented by SZ - structural zone). voids between struc-
tural members are also a function of the alternating sequence, and are 
inll areas (represented by FFZ -free facade zone).

Free Facade Zone -
represented by X in the drawing, the shaded area shows an example 
inll location between structural members. the area can be enclosed 
with a variety of interchangeable panels.
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Modular sizes based on connection 
location (alternating sequence) -
size standardization incorporates B modules to 
coordinate present and future connection 
conditions.

Windows, walls and doors share 
modular sizes -
with size standardization, wall,  window, and 
doors panels are interchangeable.

Mix and match color, shape, and 
opacity -
homeowners can select their own unique 
combinations of colored insulated panels, 
windows, and translucent daylighting panels - 
x in place and rearrange.

Panel Rotation -
install panels sideways for 21 additional sizes.

Alternating Sequence applied Vertically - an Inll Free Facade Zone

28 Standard and Interchangeable Wall, Window, and Door Panel Sizes 

Inset 2:
connected interchangeable 
panel conguration

Column located at the center of module A -
with columns located at the center of module A, a connection 
location is equally distant from the column centerline at each of 
four sides.

Free Facade Zone -
marked by X in the drawing, the inll area between building struc-
ture is shown with the alternating grid sequence superimposed 
(dashed). The grid shows available interchangeable panel
connection locations for planning purposes.

  Inset 1:  connected panel example, from above, without weather                                           
 strips. center panel modular size is 2A+B.


